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@Source-EnergyTM Panel
HYBRID PHOTOVOLTAIC/THERMAL

(PV/T) PANEL

PHOTOVOLTAIC PANEL

The @Source-EnergyTM Panel is a photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) 
panel generating electricity and thermal (heat) energy. The Panel 
is installed on roofs using standard PV racking or is built integrated 
in walls using skill sets currently used by PV and solar thermal 
installers.

Because a single @Source-EnergyTM Panel combines the functions 
of a PV and a solar thermal panel, twice the energy will be 
generated for the same amount of panels.

Competing PV/T panels use tubes to capture the heat 
from the PV panels, with a small contact surface between 
the tubes and the PV cells.  

The @Source-EnergyTM Panel has a collector plate behind 
the PV cells, with an optimal contact surface, capturing 
more of the heat generated by the PV panel.

Photovoltaic Panels
Generate considerable heat behind the cells, which:

@Source-EnergyTM Panels
Collect thermal energy generated by the PV panel

Reduce the electric generating efficiency 

May be destructive to building materials 

Heat the roof and increase cooling costs

In winter, snow and ice accumulation 
reduces the efficiency of the system

Extract the heat generated by the PV panels 
and stores it for later use

In summer, PV panels are cooled 
for optimal efficiency

During winter, PV panels are heated 
to prevent snow and ice accumulation
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SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 

Competition
Heat Transfer

@Source-EnergyTM Panel
Heat Transfer

THERMAL COLLECTOR We manufacture the @Source-EnergyTM Panel 
using most commercial PV panels.  

Please contact us for further information.

Made in Canada



The adjacent table shows estimated electrical and thermal 
energy output for 10 @Source-EnergyTM Panels using 
320W PV units, located in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.  The 
array tilt is 40o and the array azimuth is 180o (south).

Dimensions 
of the 320W 
panel are 
shown on 
the right.

GREEN HOUSE GAS REDUCTION
A 10 panel 320W @Source-Energy PV/T system in Toronto on a south 
facing roof can eliminate approximately 700 kg of CO2 emissions / year 
by co-generating electricity for self consumption.
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